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Abstract— Implementing security model for wireless computer network we require effective Wireless intranet setup;

many models are in working to function. This thing is focused at developing a security model to secure a Wireless
Computer network of any institution. The model will develop to secure a Wireless Computer class-room through an
authentication server by supplying authentication constraint at registration process, which is used at login for comparison
then it will store. Fingerprint is used to make sure that a user is who claims to be. Time duration for access is allotted for
a user, after which primary constraint will supplied for re-authentication. While a user is still logged-on, some security
questions will pose intermittently to avoid counterfeiting. The methodology used for this research will be Structured
System Analysis and Design (SSAD). For coding the program Java Programming Language will use and MySQL as a
database. The final result of the system will secure model that guarantees secure access. This is different from the
security of other wireless virtual class-room which uses only users name, pin or registration number.
Keywords- Wireless intranet setup, Intermittently, Protocol, Security, Spoofing
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The recent era is of computer based network
intelligence. This is feasible through digital computer
networks which inter communicate multiple computers
and other devices that are based on computer data [1].For
connecting these computers wireless technologies are
used. Wireless networking is based on the technology
which enables two or more computers to communicate
using standard network models, and there is no need of
network cabling.
Due to the advancements in computer technologies and
the World Wide Web, it is now possible to suggest
engineer to do class-room projects and assignments on a
computer. With wireless intranet and internet access, it is
now possible for students to be involved in class-room
exercises without being physically present in a traditional
class-room setting. Usually class-room pose challenges
from many aspects such as funding, space, support staff,
etc. subsequently, it becomes necessary to design
virtualized class-room to eliminate the problems
associated with traditional class-room and in turn offer
benefits such as effective utilization of computer classroom resources, easy and quick configuration of multiple
environments.
To establish a virtual class-room, an Intranet set up is
required. Client server computing and the TCP/IP are
conceptual technologies, which will use to build such
internet based system. Intranets will design to permit

users access that has authentication to the internal Local
Area Network of an institute. Within an intranet, Web
Servers will install in the network. Typically used
technology for the common front end access to the
information stored on those servers is Browser
technology.
The word virtual has been applied to computing and
information technology with various meanings. It is the
use of software systems that act as if they were hardware
systems (virtual machine, virtual memory, virtual disk
etc) [2]. Virtual Class-rooms are class-rooms in which
exercises and tutorial will store in digital format and
accessible by end user. Power of computerized models
will use by virtual class-room, simulations and a variety
of other instructional technologies to replace face-to-face
class-room activities [3].Due to shared resources of
computer network, creation of a virtual class-room does
not ensure complete protection [4]. Unauthorized access
to wireless and wired networks will occur through
number of different methods and intents, some of which
include, accidental association, malicious association,
non-traditional networks, identity theft, man-in-themiddle attack, denial of service and network injection [5]
and [6].
Network computers can have their configuration
changed, unauthorized students may log onto the server,
other laptops with wireless Network Interface Cards
(NIC) can access the wireless intranet, and students may
use a laptop that is unprotected against viruses which may
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infect other computers causing problems in the Virtual
Class-room. Security issue will be one of the detriments
of virtual class-room and therefore securing wireless
virtual class-room remains an important issue. Security
requirements for transmitting information over a network
to overcome Security threats are: privacy and
confidentiality, integrity, authentication and nonrepudiation [11]. In this paper, the use of biometric
authentication for securing a virtual class-room will
introduce.
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In
computer
security,
biometrics
refers
to authentication techniques that rely on measurable
physical characteristics that will be automatically
checked. Biometrics is defined as automated methods of
identifying a person or verifying the identity of a person
based on physiological or behavioral characteristics
[7].The basic processes of a biometric system are:
enrolment, feature extraction, template creation and
biometric matching [8].
Deployment of security architecture is now much more
essential because it allows for complex and secure
interaction of multiple computer systems, communication
models and other infrastructures over public and even
private networks. To ensure broad security, an institution
must address all host systems and networking devices
with a strategy that maximizes users ease and
productivity, on the other hand blocking security
violations [9].
II.

USER IDENTIFICATION IN COMPUTER
SECURITY MODEL

The major building block of any system’s security is a
proper user identification/authentication which is a crucial
part
of
the
access
control
system.
User
identification/authentication of Computer Virtual Classroom will correspond to the traditional method based on:
(i) Something that the user knows (typically a PIN,
password etc.)
(ii) Something that the user has (example: a key, a
token, a magnetic or smart card, a passport etc.) As
traditional methods are based on properties that can be
forgotten, lost or stolen. These traditional methods of user
authentication unfortunately do not work. Passwords often
are easily accessible to colleagues or a users share their
passwords with their colleagues to make their work easier.
III.

THE PROPOSED MODEL

Security issues in the Virtual CLASS-ROOM come
from user trying to hack into the wireless intranet,
exchanging password or registration number with other
users. Introducing biometric authentication technique as
fingerprint technology, which will help into Virtual
CLASS-ROOM to check out some security issues,
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because this things we develop security model (software)
to secure a Wireless Computer Virtual Class-room which
use users authentication by fingerprint technology. Things
that will be performed by model as:
i. Initially it will allow users to give parameters to
registered into the Virtual CLASS-ROOM
ii. It will accept biometric samples (fingerprint) and
match it with stored samples
iii. It will assign time slots for users of the Virtual
CLASS-ROOM
iv. In order to enhance security, it will pose security
questions
A.
Authentication in Proposed System
By using biometric and pop-up screen we will develop
model to secure virtual computer class-room and it
authenticates users and then asks some questions which
will answer by user during registration to avoid spoofing.
That is the proposed model will designed in such a way
that for the virtual class-room user will be authenticated,
identification parameters will be supplied along with
security questions and the user’s finger print. When 1st
time the user logged-on to the Virtual class-room, a time
slot is given to each access. At the expiration of the
allotted time, the user will automatically logged-out, with
a prompt requesting from the user whether more time will
be needed. If Y, the user will be prompted to login again.
If N, the session will terminates finally.
The Security model will design and develop which will
based on the Java platform as a standard Java desktop,
that application can runs on any operating system like
window with the appropriate Java Virtual Machine precise
to that operating system. The application will have two
ends: the client and server application.
The Virtual Class-room Client can be hosted on the
user’s computer which is part of a wireless intranet while
the Virtual Class-room Server can be hosted on any
computer on the same intranet. The client and server
application will interact with the database. The input
atmosphere will provide by client interface for Virtual
Class-room users to register and use it by supplying
required details to the database and the environment for
login to validate user identification for access into the
Virtual CLASS-ROOM. The server interface provides the
atmosphere to administer the monitors processes and
session time such as number of connected clients, number
of submitted tutorials, number of request, etc
B. System Flow Diagram
The general idea of the entire system is represented
diagrammatically in figure 1 below:

Figure 1: System flow diagram

IV.

IMPLEMENTATION

Users’ authentication parameters, including fingerprints
will take from users and stored it in a database. Anytime a
user will access the Virtual class-room, the user input will
re-collect and matched against the database. Access will
grant to a user who has passed the authentication. If fail
access will denied.

A.
Input Data
The input data to the system will capture when a
student registers to use the Computer Virtual Class-room.
The data required to be supplied form the different fields
in the database. The security questions form part of the
input data into the system, which after a while into a
session will be twisted and post to a user who get grant to
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access virtual class-room this is for the user who still the
one which was earlier authenticated.

V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT AND DISCUSSION

B.
Login
At login process, the captured data will store in the
database against each registered user. A user logs-on by
supplying user registration number and fingerprints,
which will match against the stored fingerprint pattern.
The finger print will capture through a fingerprint scanner,
hardware device. The renew button will be used if the
print was not properly captured and wish to be recaptured.
Cancel button is provided to cancelling login operation. If
the fingerprint does not match the one stored in the
database, the user will see a message “Miss Match
Fingerprint. Try once again”.
C.
Accessing the Server
When a user has successfully logged on into the Virtual
CLASS-ROOM, it must supply the name or IP address of
the server to be accessed in order to get the questions or
submit tutorials. If the server constraint supplied will not
valid, the user will receive a prompt.
D.
Session Time
A Virtual CLASS-ROOM Administrator, at the Virtual
CLASS-ROOM server application end, must set the
amount of time (in sec) that will elapse before security
questions are posted to the user. The default time will be
120 seconds. If a Virtual CLASS-ROOM Administrator
clicks on Reset Button, the session time will be set to the
default. The Virtual CLASS-ROOM Administrator can
also monitor the number of clients connected, total
number of questions requested and total number of
tutorials submitted.
During the session time allotted to a user, security
questions selected from those answered at registration,
will pose from the database to the user; to be sure the user
who logs-on is still the one accessing the Virtual CLASSROOM. On re-supplying the correct answers earlier given
at registration.

Screenshot 1: Login Form

Screenshot 1 shows the login form. It contains the
finger print (Biometric authentication) and Registration
ID these fields are only for previously registered Virtual
lab user. For new user he/she have to register him/her self
into Virtual lab. If the finger print or Registration ID is
incorrect then it displays the message, it will indicates
provided information is wrong user have to submit correct
information so that Virtual Lab will start with its all
feature.
From the above figure it is observed that there is
finger print which is obtain by browsing such process of
obtaining biometric sample from computer known as
simulation. Simulation is the imitation of the operation of
a real-world process or system over time. Often, computer
experiments are used to study simulation models.

Screenshot 2: Registration Form

Screenshot 2 shows the VLab User Registration Form,
this form is design for new user which is wishing to
register as a VLab User and will have to access the Virtual
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lab to perform varies laboratory work such as Progressive
Skill Test (PST) and Assignments. This registration
process is done under the surveillance of Administrator.
In registration form user has to fill some necessary fields
such as First name, Last name, Year of study, Semester
and Department along with finger print as a biometric
authentication. There are some one line answerable
question pose in front of user for future purpose.

Screenshot 5: Practical work like progressive skill test (PST) with server
Connection

Screenshot 3: Filled Login Form

From Screenshot 3, after filling all necessary data in
login form user can use virtual lab for different practical
work such as assignment, progressive skill test and
objectives question which part of educational curriculum.
After successfully login user have to connect system with
server to submit his work to administrator, as shown in
Screenshots 5 and 6

Screenshot 6: Virtual laboratory server

From Screenshot 6 , when user/client is connect to server
it shows one increment in client along with when client
submit its practical work like assignment, ALP PST and
OS PST then it also shows one increment and likewise.

Screenshot 4: Practical work like assignment with server connection
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Screenshot 7: Extra session time provided to client, asking some
question

During the session time allotted to a user, security
questions selected from those answered at registration,
will pose from the database to the user; to be sure the user
who logs-on is still the one accessing the virtual lab. On
re-supplying the correct answers earlier given at
registration, the user will still be allowed to log-in.
VI.

CONCLUSIONS

The major purpose for this paper has been achieved
through the use of fingerprints authentication and
intermittent pop-up screen for user verification.
Developing a security model for wireless computer virtual
class-room has been presented. This method will used in
addition to the traditional constraints employed to
authenticate users in a virtual class-room. These
traditional constraints include user name, user registration
number etc. The method adopted is different from other
methods of securing a virtual class-room which are based
only on something that the user knows. The develop
model will be superior as it uses biometrics technology
for users’ authentication and is economical, simple, easy
to use and users’ friendly.
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